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Abstract. Large-scale simulations, e.g. fluid-structure interactions and aeroacoustics noise generation, require important computing power, visualization systems
and high-end storage capacity. Because 3D multi-physics simulations also run long
processes on large datasets, an important issue is the robustness of the computing
systems involved, i.e., the ability to resume the inadvertantly aborted computations.
A new approach is presented here to handle application failures. It is based on
extensions of bracketing checkpoints usually implemented in database and transactional
systems. An assymetric scheme is devised to reduce the number of checkpoints required
to safely restart aborted applications when unexpected failures occur.
The tasks are controled by a workflow graph than can be deployed on various
distributed platforms and high-performance infrastructures. An automated bracketing
process inserts in the workflow graph checkpoints that are placed at critical execution
points in the graph. The checkpoints are inserted using a heuristic process based on a
evolving set of rules. Preliminary tests show that the number of checkpoints, hence the
overhead incurred by the checkpointing mechanism, can be significantly reduced to
enhance the application performance while supporting its resilience.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of random hardware and software failures is a challenging issue that
raises many opportunities for smart solution in multi-core multi-processor systems.
Critical application code is also the source of failures that can severely impact the
processing of petascale volumes of data.
A new approach is presented here to handle random application failures. It is based
on extensions of bracketing checkpoints usually implemented in database and
transactional systems. An asymetric scheme is devised to reduce the number of
checkpoints required to safely restart aborted applications when unexpected failures
occur.
The approach is implemented as a plug-in for a workflow management system .
This platform is compatible with remote parallel and high-performance computing
infrastructures based on multi-core systems and supercomputers.
In this approach, multi-physics applications are modeled by interconnected graphs
of distributed tasks. These tasks represent application codes. They can be distributed
and run several instances of the code on remote locations where heterogeneous
computing systems are running, including Beowulf clusters, supercomputers, multi-core
multi-processors clusters, based on graphic processors and standard scalar processors.
Data replication and redundant code instances are some possible ways to consider
fault-tolerance in high-performance computing systems [30]. Probabilistic approaches
also support the provisioning for hardware and software failures. Incremental
checkpointing facilities have recently been proposed to reduce the overhead incurred by
checkpoint-restart mechanisms. Resilient workflows are considered here as a means to
support large-scale dynamic and resilient multiphysics simulation and optimization
applications, such as multiphysics aircraft simulation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details some characteristics of faulttolerant and resilient workflows. It gives insights on the bracketing and rule
mechanisms used to implement workflow resiliency. Section 3 details a prototype
distributed platform that is implemented for a larger multidiscipline optimization project
involving several academic and industry partners. Section 4 is a conclusion.
2

RESILIENT WORKFLOWS

Workflow management systems have recently been the focus of much interest and
many research and deployment for scientific applications worldwide [18, 19, 27]. Their
ability to abstract the applications by wrapping application codes have also stressed the
usefulness of such systems for multidiscipline applications [15, 29]. When complex
applications need to provide seamless interfaces hiding the technicalities of the
computing infrastructures, their high-level modeling, monitoring and execution
functionalities help giving production teams seamless and effective facilities [7, 17, 25].
Software integration infrastructures based on programming paradigms such as Python,
Mathlab and Scilab have also provided evidence of the usefulness of such approaches
for the tight coupling of multidisciplne application codes [14, 16]. Also highperformance computing based on multi-core multi-cluster infrastructures open new
opportunities for more accurate, more extensive and effective robust multi-discipline
simulations for the decades to come [20]. This supports the goal of full flight dynamics
simulation for 3D aircraft models within the next decade, opening the way to virtual
flight-tests and certification of aircraft in the future [15, 21].
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2.1

Fault-tolerance

Because distributed systems are potentially faced with unexpected hardware and
software failures, adequate mechanisms have been devised to handle recovery of
running systems, software and applications.
Checkpoint and restart mechanisms are usually implemented using the local ordering
of the running processes. This implies that the safe execution of all the running
processes is not guaranteed, i.e., there is no way a randomly aborted distributed process
can be restored in a consistent state and resume correctly. The solution would be to use
a global synchronization and clock, which is practically unfeasible and very
constraining.

Figure 1. Composite workflow for wing aerodynamics optimization.

On the application side, this is used by transaction systems, e.g., airline reservation
and banking systems, because compensation in case of failure is fundamental.
However, design, simulation and optimization applications bear specificities that
require less stringent mechanisms than transaction systems. Design is a stepwise
process that does not require global synchronizing, except when, and only when,
dynamic update propagation is required. This can be executed during limited time
periods and does not impair the usual stepwise approach.
2.2

Resilience

Resilience differs here from fault-tolerance. It is defined here as the ability of the
applications to survive to unpredictable behavior. In contrast, fault-tolerance is defined
as the ability to survive to hardware and system or communications failures.
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In contrast with fault-tolerant workflows which can survive hardware and system
failures, using ad-hoc bracketing by checkpointing mechanisms (Section 2.3), resilient
workflows need to be aware of the application structure in order to implement
automated survival procedures. These procedures can use the bracketing of subworkflows also, but in addition, they need specific logging of the workflow component
operations and parameters to restore incrementally previous states and resume partially
their operations (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Resilient workflow: iterative recovery

2.3

Checkpoints

Thus, checkpoints must be inserted in the workflow composite hierarchy. They can
bracket critical parts of the hierarchy, e.g., the most demanding CPU components
(unsteady flow calculations over a 3D wing model, for example) and the following
optimization components which might be less CPU demanding, but are fundamental to
the application because they allow for the comparison of various optimized solutions.
This scheme is called bracketing checkpoints.
Further, parallel branches of the workflow that failed need later to be re-synchronized
with the branches that resumed correctly. This requires that the results of the successful
branches are stored for further processing with the failed branches results, if they
resume correctly later. Otherwise, these results are discarded if the failed branches never
succeed. Because there is no awareness of the successful branches on the possible
failures of parallel branches in the workflow, time-out and synchronization signals must
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be exchanged on a regular basis to notify each branch of the current state of the others:
alive or not responding.
2.4

Rules

We assume in the following that “join” operations are those that require several input
datastreams to execute. Similarly, we assume that “fork” operations are those that
output their results on several datastreams. They model generic tasks that execute
application codes. We also consider “remote” and “local” operations. We do not
distinguish between parallel and sequential implementations of the operations.
Further, we consider in the following that the “specified” operations are those
operations or workflow tasks that are marked by the application designers or the users
as requiring a specific treatment in the following heuristic procedure.
The specific characterization of the marked tasks is implemented by raising an
exception that invokes a specific treatment that departs from the standard heuristic rules.
An example of such exception is the backup of a particular intermediate result after
processing by a large CPU intensive task or the back up of the result of a task producing
petascale volumes of data. Workflow management systems usually provide powerful
exception handling functionalities that can be used to implement this kind of “specified”
operations management, e.g., YAWL [11].
This enables the designers and users to adapt the execution of the workflow
depending on their specific knowledge and expertise.
This is a prerequisite for the effective implementation of the workflows based on
previous runs and casestudies involving petaflops and petabytes of data. Some
automated learning procedure could eventually be designed to support this kind of
feedback..

Figure 4. Asymmetric checkpoints.

The recovery procedure implements a heuristic approach based on the following
rules:
• R1: no output backup for specified join operations
• R2: only one output backup for fork operations
• R3: no intermediate result backup for user-specified sequences of operations
• R4: no backup for user-specified local operations
• R5: systematic backup for remote inputs
In order to improve performance, these rules can be tuned by the application
designers to fit their specific characteristics and requirements. This includes specified
operations that are deemed CPU intensive and data intensive. Also, distributed
scheduling policies can be taken into account through such rules.
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However, the current prototype implementation described in Section 3 relies on a
middleware that provides for resource allocation and load-balancing. Therefore, the
rules can be altered or ignored by load-balancing strategies if appropriately authorized
by the designers and users, and also if global and local policies make this mandatory,
e.g., preemptive local strategies.
Based on these rules, the example illustrates the asymmetric cascading checkpoints
on an unfolded workflow (Figure 4). Two remote execution sites are considered: Site a
(white colored tasks) and Site b (red colored tasks).
When it is not modified and tuned by the designers, the result of the asymmetric
cascading checkpoints procedure results in seven unnecessary checkpoints which are
deleted, thus leaving five remaining checkpoints: S0, S2, S4, S9 and L0.
3
3.1

IMPLEMENTATION
Distributed workflow platform

The approach implemented here uses the YAWL workflow management system. It is
one of the rare workflow systems to be defined with a sound formal semantics [4, 13].
The platform is designed to combine grid and distributed computing through a
middleware with scientific computing using a mathematical problem solving
environment. It thus provides an e-Science infrastructure as a high-performance
platform for large-scale distributed data and CPU intensive applications. Validation of
the platform is through industrial testcases concerning car aerodynamics and engine
valves and pipes optimization.

Figure 5. OMD2 distributed optimization platform.

The approach wraps the existing applications codes, e.g., optimizers and solvers, with
Web services that are invoked through Web services invocations.
The rules defined in Section 2.4 are implemented in a prototype distributed platform
using the YAWL workflow management system for application composition,
monitoring and scheduling.
The resiliency procedure uses default and user-defined rules as explained above.
They are implemented using the worklet service provided by the YAWL system. It is
called the “Worklet dynamic process selection and exception handling service for
YAWL” [32]. It is a powerful exception handling and rule mechanism which uses a
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dynamic selection and invocation mechanism including hierarchically defined rules
[31].
Worklets are exception handlers. They are defined by standard workflows. Worklets
are substituted dynamically at run-time for the YAWL work item, i.e., the application
high-level tasks, that raised the exceptions (time-outs, abnormal behaviors,
checkpointing, etc). They are invoked using the original item parameters and execute
specific workflows that are stored in a dynamically updated directory of Web services.
Also, several worklets can be launched simultaneously following an exception raising.
Finally, new rules can be added dynamically and inserted in the exception handling
mechanism. Thus an executing worklet can be dynamically replaced by another one.
The system supports also recursive worklets and external events triggered by the users,
providing a very powerful mechanism for dynamically changing the applications
behavior at run-time [32].
Rules are specific elements handled by an appropriate mechanism. They allow for the
application to pause, abort, resume and restart, based on the exceptions raised.
Combined with the ability to add new exceptions on-line, and the handling worklets,
this provides for a context (data) dependent behavior of the applications.
This allows for example different optimization algorithms to be dynamically invoked
depending on the data being processed and on the convergence of the optimizers. It also
allows for different exception handling treatments to be invoked, e.g., abort, restart,
backtrack, suspend, recover, forced completion, forced failure, etc.
Further, as new exceptions occur, rules can be dynamically added by the users to the
repository without modification of the original workflow specification. They become
part of the workflow definition for future executions. This is a seamless approach to
adapt the application behavior to unforeseen situations.
A platform supporting these features is developed for the OMD2 project [21] by a
consortium that includes twelve academic and industry partners, including a major
international car manufacturer leading the project. OMD2 is a French acronym for
Distributed Multi-Discipline Optimization.
The goal is to develop a high-performance distributed environment for simulation and
multidiscipline optimization for complex design projects.
3.2

Multidiscipline platform

The distributed platform uses the ProActive middleware for resource allocation and
scheduling of tasks [19]. The tasks include software codes that collaborate and include
Scilab scripts [20], optimization software developed by the project partners as well as
commercial CAD tools.
YAWL is used for defining incrementrally composite workflows, as well as the
sharing and reuse of the various software that form the applications (Figure 5). These
can interact with the users through sophisticated exception handling mechanisms [31]
and interact with each other using Web services [28]. This is also used for implementing
the resilience and fault-tolerance features described in Section 2.
Because the workflow engine supports dynamic interactions with external software
through Web Services, it communicates with the ProActive engine using specific
services for distributed resource allocation and scheduling of the applications. Similarly,
interaction with the Scilab numeric computation software is based on script invocations
for the execution of the application codes. Access to local data and codes are available
for both Scilab and YAWL users. Specific CAD, CFD, design and optimization tools
used by the partners of the OMD2 project are also connected to the platform, e.g.,
CATIA, OpenFOAM, StarCD, ModeFrontier, as well as a SciLab optimization toolkit
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that includes the partners’ software. They benefit therefore from the features provided
by the three platform components for application, data sharing and reuse as well as
distributed execution:
- the Scilab scientific software package for numerical computations,
- the ProActive middleware for distributed task allocation, execution and monitoring,
- the YAWL workflow system for application definition, evolution and sharing.
4

CONCLUSION

Distributed infrastructures exhibit potential hazards to the executing processes, due to
unexpected hardware and software failures. This is endangered by the use of distributed
high-performance environments that include very large clusters of multi-processors
nodes. This requires fault-tolerant workflows systems.
Further, erratic application behavior requires dynamic user interventions, in order to
adapt execution parameters for the executing codes and to run dynamic application reconfigurations. This requires resilient workflow systems.
This implies applications roll-back to appropriate checkpoints, and the
implementation of survivability procedures, including fault-tolerance to external failures
and resiliency to unexpected application behavior.
Asymmetric cascading checkpoints are presented here to effectively support the
resiliency procedure. In order to minimize the overhead incurred by the checkpointing
and logging of the workflow operations, a heuristic is presented that uses tunable rules
to adapt the resiliency procedure to the application requirements and particular context
at run-time.
Several open issues are currently under investigation, including the impact of the rule
ordering on the resilience performance in case of application restart after unexpected
crashes, the impact of user-defined rules inserted in the default rule set and the impact
of application characteristics (CPU and data intensive) on the expected
resilience/application performance ratio.
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